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Neuromuscular Diseases



Cerebrovascular Disease



Neurologic events related to CVA include:
●Transient ischemic attack (TIA): 

●Reversible ischemic neurologic defect (RIND): 

● stroke in evolution: 



ischemia and energy failure 

irreversible brain injury infarction, 
edema and excessive neurotoxic excitation



*15% hemorrhagic events 
hypertension, 

trauma, substance abuse. 

*85% ischemia
atherosclerotic disease, thromboembolic events, and 
occlusion of cerebral blood vessels



1.Thorough neurologic and 
cardiovascular examination. 
2. Anatomic and functional brain imaging; 
Cerebral angiography and brain MRI are the 
most effective techniques for localizing the 
stroke site.
3. Laboratory evaluation of the stroke patient 
includes complete blood count, 
comprehensive metabolic panel, urinalysis, 
coagulation profile.



Treatment: 
timeliness of treatment. 

Early intervention is critical to prevention, treatment, and recovery. 

Management of acute stroke includes:
● reduce bleeding or thromboembolic occlusion.
● reduce brain edema and neurotoxicity/nerve 
injury.
● interventions (revascularization, hemorrhage control).



Oral Health Considerations: 

masticatory and facial muscle paralysis
impaired or lost touch and taste sensation, 

-diminished protective gag reflex, 
and dysphagia.  

Diminished motor function of masticatory and facial muscles will 
reduce food clearance from the mouth and teeth may adversely affect 
oral hygiene and increase the risk for caries and periodontal disease. 



adjuvant oral hygiene 
techniques and devices (oral antimicrobial rinse, oral 
irrigation, floss holders) 



elective dental 
treatment be deferred for 6 months following a stroke or 
for a patient with active TIAs or RIND.

bleeding time test is often 
recommended to evaluate the qualitative defect in 
platelets.



Stress reduction 

Pre- or Perioperative inhalation N2O-O2 or oral anxiolytic 
medication can aid in reducing treatment-related stress 
and anxiety.





Multiple Sclerosis 

white 
matter inflammation, 
demyelination, and gliosis 
(scarring). 



slowing and/or complete block of impulse 
propagation abnormal 
muscular and neurologic signs and 
symptoms. 



genetic 

environmental exposure 



“plaques

perivenular 
cuffing with inflammatory 
mononuclear cells, predominantly 
macrophages and T cells, 



brain 
and spinal cord.

shadow plaques 



areas of the CNS 
involved, optic chiasm, 
brainstem, cerebellum, and spinal cord.
-The sudden onset of optic neuritis (diminished visual acuity, dimness, 
or decreased color perception),without any other CNS signs or 
symptoms, is often considered the first symptom of MS. Other 
common visual signs in patients with MS include diplopia, blurring, 
nystagmus, gaze disturbances and visual field defects.
- Limb weakness is characteristic of MS and can manifest as loss of 
strength or dexterity, fatigue, or gait disturbances.
- Spasticity associated with painful muscle spasms is often observed in 
the legs of patients with MS and may interfere with a patient’s ability to 
ambulate.



-Ataxia may affect the head and neck of MS 
patients and may result in cerebellar dysarthria 
(scanning speech).
- Bladder dysfunction and bowel dysfunction 
frequently coexist and are present in >90% of MS 
patients.
- MS patients often demonstrate sensory 
impairment, including paresthesia and 
hyperesthesia. Fatigue, depression, and cognitive 
dysfunction are often observed in patients with MS.



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Symptoms_of_multiple_sclerosis.png


Diagnosis: 

Clinical criteria for MS include two or more episodes of 
symptoms and two or more signs of pathology affecting 
white matter tracts of the CNS. 
MRI demonstrates characteristic abnormalities of MS in 
>95% of patients.
CSF is often analyzed in patients suspected of having MS, 
and positive findings include an increase in total protein 
and mononuclear white blood cells. In addition, there is 
often an increase in synthesized IgG in patients with MS.



Treatment: 

(1) treatment of acute attacks.
(2) treatment that reduces the biologic activity of MS. 
(3) symptomatic therapy.

Glucocorticoids

methylprednisolone



biologic activity of MS
interferon (IFN)-b1a.
IFN-b1b. 

glatiramer acetate.

potassium channel blockers for 
weakness, lioresal for spasticity, propantheline for 
bladder dysfunction, amantadine for fatigue.



Oral Health Considerations: 

-Trigeminal neuralgia (TGN), which is characterized by electric 
shock–like pain, may be an initial manifestation of MS in 0.3% 
of cases. Features of MS-related TGN include possible absence 
of trigger zones and continuous pain with lower intensity.

-Patients with MS may also demonstrate neuropathy of the 
(V2) and (V3)  branches of the trigeminal nerve, which may 
include burning, tingling, and/or reduced sensation. 
Neuropathy of the mental nerve can cause numbness of the 
lower lip and chin.



-Myokymia may be seen in patients with MS secondary 
to MS lesions affecting the facial nerve.
- Facial weakness and paralysis may also be evident in MS 
patients.
- Dysarthria that results in a scanning speech pattern is 
often seen in patients with MS.
-If MS is suspected, oral health care professionals should 
carefully evaluate cranial nerve function. If cranial nerve 
abnormalities are detected upon examination, the 
individual should be referred to a neurologist for further 
evaluation.



-It is recommended to avoid elective dental 
treatment in MS patients during acute 
exacerbations of the disease due to limited 
mobility and possible airway compromise.

- Patients with significant dysfunction may 
require dental treatment in an operating room 
under general anesthesia due to the inability 
to tolerate treatment in an outpatient setting.



Seizure Disorders

epilepsy

clinical features of seizure 
activity and associated EEG changes.



●Partial seizures
●Generalized seizures
* Absence seizures (petit mal)
* Tonic-clonic (grand mal) 
*atypical absence seizures .
*atonic seizures .
*myoclonic seizures.
● unclassified seizures



Clinical Manifestations
Partial Seizures
Simple partial seizures are 



Complex partial seizures 



Generalized Seizures
*Absence seizures 

* Tonic-clonic seizures 



Diagnosis:
- History and physical examination 

- Blood studies

- screening tests 

- lumbar puncture



- MRI 
malformations of cortical development, 

vascular malformations, tumors, and acquired cortical 
damage,

- CT intracranial calcification, 
skull fractures, and suspected CNS infection.
- An EEG 



Treatment: 

*pharmacologic therapy 
choose a 

medication that is most appropriate for the 
specific type of seizure activity 
administer it in the proper dose 



-Lamotrigine, carbamazepine, or phenytoin 
partial seizures

- Valproic acid generalized 
tonic-clonic seizures.

-Ethosuximide
uncomplicated absence seizures.



*vagus nerve stimulation,is

*Surgical procedures 



Oral Health Considerations: 

stability of the condition and an appropriate 
venue for treatment. 

include the type of 
seizures, etiology of seizures, frequency of seizures, known 
triggers of seizure activity, presence of aura prior to seizure 
activity, and history of injuries related to seizure activity.



poorly controlled disease or stress-induced 
seizures sedative medications 

metal fixed prostheses 
decrease the risk of displacement 

and aspiration risk during seizure activity.



bone marrow 
suppression, leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, and secondary platelet 
dysfunction, in an increased incidence of microbial infection, 
delayed healing, and both gingival and postoperative bleeding. 

serum blood levels 
evaluated prior to initiating dental treatment insufficient doses may 
result in inadequate seizure control and excessive doses have been 
associated with hepatotoxicity.







Parkinson’s Disease(PD): 
chronic, progressive, neurodegenerative disorder 

resting tremor, rigidity (feeling of 
periodic resistance to passive movement owing to co-
contraction of agonist and antagonist muscle pairs), and 
bradykinesia (slow intentional movements).



degeneration
dopaminergic cells 
substantia nigra, 

basal ganglia 
(caudate nucleus and putamen). 



Clinical Manifestations:
- resting tremor 
- rigidity or stiffness 
- bradykinesia
- postural instability 



Diagnosis: 



Treatment: 







Oral Health Considerations: 



Myasthenia Gravis 
(MG)

autoimmune 
destruction of the 
acetylcholine receptor 
(AChR),





Clinical Manifestations:





Diagnosis: 



Treatment



Oral Health Considerations






